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REPRESENTATION OF "-VALUED 
CONTROLLER ON BESOV SPACES

Jin-Mun Jeong and Dong-Hwa Kim

Abstract. This paper will show that the relation

(1.1) 乙 l(Q)UG)(0)C*q

if 1/p — l/n(l — 2/q ) < 0 where p = p/(p — 1) and q = 
q/(q — 1) where Hp,q = 디恥 also intend to
investigate the control problems for the retarded systems with 
L1 (Q)-valued controller in HPiq

1. Introduction

Let Q be a bounded domain in TZn with smooth boundary 3Q. 
Let >t(x, Dx) be an elliptic differential operator of second order as 
follows.

r\ 71 r\
A(x,Dx) = -^ 苏扇;)+£")和+ c(z) 

z,j = 1 J z=l

where {a4)J(x)} is a positive definite symmetric matrix for each x G 
Q,如 G C，(Q) and c G L°°(Q)

If we put that Aqu = —A(x^Dx)u then it is known that Aq gener
ates an analytic semigroup in 协―瑚(Q) where W、」加(Q) is the dual
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space of Wq'p (Q),p = p/(p—1) as is seen in [5]. Therefore, from the 
interpolation theory it is easily seen that the operator Aq generates 
an analytic semigroup in Hp^q =(叫扩，卩卩一In the section 
4, we will show that the relation

(1.1) LX(Q) C Co(Q) C HPiq

if 1/p — l/n(l — 2/g‘) < 0 where p —p/{p— 1) and q = q/(q — 1). 
Hence we intend to investigate the control problem for the following 
retarded system with L1(Q)-valued controller:

(1.2) =Aou(t) + Aiu(t — h) 
CLb

+ I a(s)A2U(t + s)ds + t G (0,T]
J-h

(1-3) ^(0) =g。，讯s) = g'(s) s e [一九0),

in the space Hp,q. Here, Acu = 一MJ% I為)％ 匕 = 1, 2, where 
Xz,(rc, Dx) are second order linear differential operators with real co- /
efficients. The kernel a(-) belongs to Lq (—/z, 0) where 九 is a fixed 
positive number and the controller 0° is a bounded linear operator 
from some Banach space U to E'(Q). The initial data g气 gl are 
given functions so that needed for the construction of solution semi
group few (L2) and (1.3) and of L1(Q)- valued controller. From the 
relation (1.1) we shall deal with approximate controllability and ob
servability for the system (1.2) and (1.3) in the space HPzQ choosing 
p and q such that 1/p 一 l/n(l — 2/g') < 0.

In view of Sobolev's embedding theorem we may also consider 
L1(Q) c I¥~1,P(Q) if 1 < p < n/(n 一 1) as is seen in [5]. Hence, 
we can investigate the system (1.2) and (1.3) in the space VT-15P(Q) 
considering as an operator into Vy~1,p(Q). Furthermore, it is 
known that Vr~1,p(Q) is〈-convex and the initial value problem

(L4) — = A()u(t) + f(t)y t E (0,T],
at

U(0) = Uq
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has a unique solution u € £^(0, T; W^P(Q') A W】，후(0, T; 顷(Q)) 
for any uq E HPjq and f € Lq(Q^ T; VT-1,P(Q)) (see Theorem 3.1 
in. [5]). Thereafter, we can apply the method of G. D. Blasio, K. 
kunisch and E. Sinestrari [3] to the system (1.2) and (1.3) to 아low 
the existence and uniqueness of the solution

U G #(0,T- W(扩(Q) A W项(0,T; W-l，p(Q)) C C([0,T];Hp>g)
Since 少。is a mapping into W-1,P(Q) not into Hp^ we cannot express 
the solution u(t; 0,聲)w) of system of (1.2) and (1.3) with g = 0 using 
the solution semigroup S(t), Here, the solution semigroup for the 
system (1.2) and (1.3) is defined by

S(2)g = (w(i;p,0),Mt(-；5,0))
where g = (g°, g') E ZPtq = HPyQ x 昌(一人,0； W投(Q)), u(、t;g,0) 
is the solution of (1.2) and (1.3) with 页o = 0 and 如(・,g, 0) is 나le 
function 如(s;g,0) = u(t + s\ gy 0) defined in [—/z, 0]. Therefore, we 
have to define the approximate controllability and observability in

L호 (Q) using the fundamental solution as is seen in definition 5.1 
in [5]. Here, we note that in order to existing of fundamental solution 
of system (1.2) and (1.3), we must need the assumption that tz(-) is 
Holder continuous. /

In this paper, assuming that a(-) has only to belong to Lq (一/如 0), 
with the aid of the relation (1.1) we can define the approximate con
trollability and observability in HP}Q without using the fundamental 
solution. We define the set of attainability by

R，= {[ S(t 一 T)^w(i)dr : w G £후(0, i; U\ t > 0} 
Jo

where ①w =(念)叫 0). We say that the system (1.2) and (1.3) is ap
proximately controllable if R is dense in Zp,q and the adjoint system 
is observability if © £ Zp> 宀 盹= 0 implies 0 — 0. where 

(5) is a solution the following adjoint system of (1.2) and (1.3).
(1.4)

d r°
~v(t) =AQV(t) + A^v(t - h) + / a(s)+ s)ds, 
dt J-h

(1.5) 0(0) =(/)°, o(s) = ©i(s), s G [-h, 0), 
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where © =(妒，护)6 Zp> qf. The structural operator F : ZPA —> 
z；l：ql is defined by '

Eg = _ s) + [ a(r)A2g1(T - s)dr).
J-h

We will show that if F is an isomorphism, then the approximate 
controllability of (1.2) and (1.3) is equivalent to the observability of 
(1.4) and (1.5). Finally, we remark that in the space 布一Lp(q)we 
can not define the attainability set using solution semigroup S(t) and 
it is said that the system (1.4) and (1.5) is observable if © € Zp> , 
轮z;(松 ©)三 0 almost everywhere implies © = 0.

2. Notations

Let Q be a region m an n-dimensional Euclidean space IV1 and 
closure Q. is the set of all m-times continuously differential
functions on Q. C$"Q) will denote the subspace of Cm(Q) consisting 
of these functions which have compact support in Q. VKm>p(Q) is the 
set of all functions f = f(x) whose derivative Daf up to degree m 
in distribution sense belong to LP(Q) . As usual, the norm is then 
given by

ll/llm" = (£ ||£%此病，1<P<OO
oi<m

cx<m

where D°f = /. In particular, t기、하(Q) = LP(Q) with the norm 
II • Let p = p/(p ~ 1), 1 < p < oo.卩厂以(Q) stands for / /
the dual space (Q)* of Wq'p (Q) whose norm is denoted by 
II * 11 —1^,00-

If X is a Banach space and 1 < p < co, Lp(OyT; X) is the collec
tion of all strongly measurable functions from (0,T) into X the p-th 
powers of norms are integrable. Cm([0,T];X) will denote the set of 
all m-times continuously differentiable functions from [0, T] into X.
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If X and Y are two Banach spaces, B(X, Y) is the collection of 
all bounded linear operators from X into Y, and B(X, X) is sim
ply written as B(X). For an interpolation couple of Banach spaces 
Xq and (Xq? ^i)e,p and [Xq, denote the real and complex 
interpolation spaces between Xq and Xi, respectively. Let B爲(Q) 
denote the Besov space and will be denote the subspace of

g(Q) consisting of those functi。효s which have compact support in 
Q，

3. Preliminaries

Let Q be a bounded domain in R尹 with smooth boundary dCl. 
Consider an elliptic differential operator of second order

M r\ a "几 r\
為)=-£ 荷知3)或)+〉"心;)耘+ c伝) 

3=1 J z=l

where (rr)} is a positive definite symmetric matrix for each x G 
Q. The operator

" A A
，4'(W為)=- £ (細⑺疝)-£ 忘(粉)•)+&) 

t J = 1 J 2 — 1

is the formal adjoint of A.
For 1 < p < oo we denote the realization of A in LP(Q) under the 

Dirichlet boundary condition by Ap

D{AP) = •申2,p(q)n W(扩(Q),
Apu = Au for u E D{Ap).

For p — p/(p — 1), we can also define the realization A in. Lp (Q) 
under Dirichlet boundary condition by -

Apf u ~ Au for u G D(Apl)
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It is known that —Ap and —generate analytic semigroups in 

LP(Q) and Lp (Q), respectively, and A* = A\. From the result of 
R. Seeley [10] (see also H. Triebel [14;p. 321]) we obtain that

and hence, may consider that

D(AP) C W扩(Q) C Lp(Q) C W-M(Q) C P(A\)*.

Let be the adjoint of 4；, considered as a bounded linear op

erator from Z)(A\) to Lp (Q). Let A be the restriction of (厶，)‘ 

to W^,P(Q). Then by the interpolation theory, the operator A is an 
isomorphism from W^,P(Q) to 卩卩一：盘(Q). Similarly, we consider that 
the restriction A of (&)' € B(LP (Q),D(Ap)*) to W^lP (Q) is an

-> I
isomorphism from WqP (Q) to W~llP (Q). Furthermore, as is seen

— -——,
in proposition 3.1 in J. M. Jeong [5], it is known that A and A gen- 
erate analytic semigroups in VK-1,P(Q) and W~llP (Q), respectively, 
and the inequality

ll(4严||b(WT，p(Q)) Ce지이, —8 < 5 < oo,

holds for some constants C > 0 and 7 € (0, ?r/2). We set

(3.1) Hp,q =(叫扩(Q),卬Tp(q))x，

for q € (1,00) Since A is an isomorphism from onto
PF~1,P(Q) and 卩卩(扩(Q) and are ^-convex spaces, it is eas
ily seen that HPiq is also ^-convex. From the interpolation. theory 
and definitions of the operator A and the space HPiq we can see the 
following results.
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Proposition 3.1. The operator A and A generate analytic semi
groups in HPiq and Hp> 矿,respectively.

Proof. Since -~AP and —A generate analytic semigroup in Z호(Q) 
and PK~1,P(Q), respectively (see Proposition 3.1 in J. M. Jeong [5]), 
there exists an angle 了 C (0, 흥) such that

(3.2) S = {A : 7 < arg A < 2% - 7} C p(Ap) n p(A),
(3-3) II。一 厶 "TIB(诳 (Q)) < C/1 시, AGE,

(3.4) 11(人 一以(Q))< C/l시, 人 €

where p(Ap) is the 호esolvent set of Ap. In view of (3.3)

c
||Ap(A — Ap) '씨Rq = ||(入 一 为) 1Apu\\p)Qi < 卩"卩丄4&씨

for any u G Z?(Ap), we have

c
(3.5) ||(A - Ap)~1|jB(p(Ap))< pq-

From (3.3) and (3.5) it follows 난iat

〜 c
(3・6) H(入一甫一屮B(W(扩(Q))习

and, hence from (3.4), (3.6) and the definition of the space HPiq we 
have that

~ 1 C
IK" — &厂 llB(Hp,q) J 两•

Therefore we have shown that —A generates an analytic semigroup 
in Hp q,
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Proposition 3.2. There exists a constant C > 0 such that

II矛TIb(加) 京側시,SCR,

where 7 is the constant in (3.2).

Proof. From Theorem 1 of Seeley [9] and Proposition 3.2 of J. 
M. Jeong [5] the호e exists a constant C > Q such that

(3-7) ||(&，)터*區(功任)) < 從지이,

(3.8) ||2타%B(wf，(Q))M Ce시이,

for any s VR and e > 0. From (3.7) it follows

(3.9) ||(为)타%B(D(4p)) YQe시이,

and hence, from (3.7) and (3.9) we obtain

(3.10) 11矛+%3(明叩))V Q지이.

Hence from (3.1), (3.8) and (3.10) we have shown that

祖타%硏丑抑 < Ce지이.

So the proof is complete.
If 1 < p < n/(n 一 1), then we see that L1(O) C iy-1,p(Q) 

from Sobolev's embedding theorem. Furthermore, we will show that 
L1(Q) C H，p& in the section 4. Therefo호e, from Propositions 3.1 and 
3.2 we can apply Theorem 3 1 and Proposition 4.1 of J. M. Jeong 
[5] to the abstract Cauchy problem in the space Hp,q. Hence, the 
following equation may be considered as an equation in both HPA 
and VyTP(Q). 5

(3.11) =A()u(t) + Aiu(t 一 K)

+ [ + s)衫s + 勤w(以 t e (0,T]
J-h

(3.12) tz(O) =g°, u(s)=gi(s) sf[T,0), 
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where Aq = —4, Abu (a = 1, 2) are the restriction 0*(Q) of the 
following linear differential operators — 1, 2) with real coeffi
cient:

•雄,z為)=一立 島(細(勿)弟)+立毎3)島+响 

Z)J=1 J Z=1

where(、= °丄 E C，1(fi), b\ e Cfl(Q), cb G L°°(Q). The kernel 
a(-) belongs to Lq (—/z, 0) and the controller is a bounded linear 
operator from some Banach space U to LX(Q). For q e (1, oo) we set

(3.13) Zp,q =跖 x L^-h, 0; W搜(Q)).

Let g = (g七g') 6 ZPA and w G Lg(0,T; U). Then as is seen in 
Proposition 4.1 of J.M. Jeong [5] a solution of the equation (3.11) 
and (3.12) exists and is unique for each T > 0, moreover, we have

丨1이1功(00「叫扩(。)炉印项(0,幻】卩-：顷(£2)) < <\\g°\\Hptq

+ 加'1成 (T,0,W"P(Q)) + 11메功(0,項7)),

where c is a constant. Thus, we can define the solution semigroup 
for the system (3.11) and (3.12) as follows [3, Theorem 4.1]:

S(t)=(讽松9,0),啊«；。()))

where g = (p°, g') G Zp® W； 9-> °) is a solution of (3.11), (3.12) with
①o = 0 andg> 0) is the function u我s; g, 0) = + g» 0) defined
in [—/i, 0]. It is also known that S(i) is a Co-semigroup m Zp^q.

We introduce the adjoint problem of (3 11) and (3,12):

(3.14) =0牌(£) + A^v(t 一 K}

+ f a(s)A^v(ts)ds, t € (0,T], 
J—h

(3 15) 讽0) =©气 zj(s) = "(£), s E [-h,0),
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where Aq = —Af and A*(6 = 1, 2) are the adjoint operators of Ab. It 
is easily seen that A* £ B(WQiP (Q), W~liP (Q)) for 匕=0, 1, 2 and t
hence (3.14) and (3.15) is an. equation in both 耳/,/ and . 
We can also define the solution semigroup Sr(i) of (3.14) and (3.15) 
by

&«泌=(讽 *；©),%(•,©))

for © = (©气护)€ where v(t;(/>) is the solution of (3.14) and
(3.15) . '

The structural operator F is defined by

Fg = ([Fg]°,[Fg]1),
[Fg]0 = 5°,

[Fg卩(s) = 4ig”一九 一 s) + [ a(r)A2gl(T - s)dr
J-h

for g = (g气 g3) € It is easy to see that F G B(Zp,q)Z# F* 
E Z；汝).As in [5,7] we have that

(3.16) FS(")= F* St«) = S*(t)E*.

4. Representation of Hp>q into Besov spaces

Let^Jo and Yi be two Banach spaces contained in a Banach space 
y such that the identity mapping of Yz (z — 0, 1) in y is continuous 
and norms will be denoted by |[ - ||2. The algebraic sum Yq + Y± of 
Yq and Y\ is the space of all elements a e J of the form a = a()+ ai, 
ao E Yq and E Y^. The intersection YqC\Yi and the sum Yo + Y1 
are Banach spaces with the norms

H이电aw =max {||이|o, II이|i}

and

II찌*+珏 = inf {||ao||o + ||ai||i}, a = 如 + ai, & G 匕, a
respectively.
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Definition (Lions-Peetre) 4.1. We say an intermediate space
Y of Yo and Y± belongs to

(i) the 시 ass Ke(Y(}. Yi), 0 < 0 < 1, if for any a E YqQYi, 
3
1
 

이1
 o

where c is a constant;
(ii) the class Yx), 0 < 0 < 1, if for any a E Y and t > Q 

there exist ㈤ £ 匸(z = L 2) such that a =如 + s and

Ilao]|o < Ct~0\\a\\Y, Hal||l < ct「4||이y

where c is a constant;
(iii) the class Ko(Aq1 j4i), 0 < 0 < 1, if the space Y belongs to

both andKg^Yr).

Here, we note that by replacing t with i-1 the condition in (ii) 
rewrite as follows:

IWollo < C旳이y, Uall|l < ct6~l\\a\\Y

The following result is obtained from Lions-Peetre theorem 2.3 in [6].

Proposition 4 1. For Q < < 0 < < 1, if the spaces X。
and Xi belong to the space K如(珞日)and the space K务(K), Yi)? 
respectively, then

(Xo, Xi) ?一勺 =(赤，匕)(9啊

In particular, if the space X\ belongs to Kqx (YQt} Vi) then for 0 < 
e <er<i

If the space Xq belongs to 日)，then 0 < 0o < 0 < 1

Let A = —A{x^ Dx) as in section 3. Then the operator A is an 
isomorphism from 1〃(杈(Q) to PF-1,P(Q).
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Lemma 4.1. For any t > 0, there exists a constant C such that

(4.1) 11(세)T||b(wtp(q),"(£2))厂歹, 

and

(4.2) ll(t +，4)T|lB("(Q),vWW))涇‘厂土

Proof. For t > 0 since (t + A\)~1 is an isomorphism from 

Lp (Q) to the resolvent ((t + A\ )-1)' is an isomorphism
from D(A\)* onto LP(Q). It is not difficult to see that

((t + 4')7)'=(i(A；,)')T 

and
(t + (厶矿))-1|vr-l>p(Q)~ (t + 丄4厂'・

Therefore, we have

(4・3) ||(t + 厶尸IIb(£)(A),"(q)) - C
p

where C is a constant. Combining (3.3) and (4.3) we obtain the 
inequality of (4.1). The proof of (4.2) is similar.

Theorem 4.1. For 1 < p < oo, the space £P(Q) belongs to the 
class 投(Q),0S3(Q)).

Proof. For any u € 0*(Q) and i > 0, from Lemma 4.1 and

u = A{t + 4广、+ t(t + A)^u = (£ + A)-1Au + t(t + A)^1u, 

it follows

II 이 Ip" <\\(t + 4)7||b(w-i,"Q),Z,p(Q))||4 이 |_l,p,Q
+ t\\(t +
a 厂히 I이島啓 +肉치 I이 I 一 1加
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By choosing t > 0 such that 厂의|씨|以& = i1/2||u||_ijP)Q, we ob- 
tain 丄'«

II씨Ip,Q M 이이:,p,』l씨

Therefore, LP(Q) belongs to the class (扩(Q),坏-以@)).

Put uq = t(t + A)~xu and 由=A(t + for any u E LP(Q). 
Then u = uq + and we obtain that

IW〔)lh*q W i||(i + -4) '씨Ib("(£2)j*扩(£2))11씨静2 M C提11씨I饱q

II 如 II-i,p,q < 이 |(m)T 써 11” <。히I 에".

Therefore LP(Q) b이ongs to the class K1/2Q竹;'*(Q), lF~ljP(Q)), and 
hence, it belongs to Ki〃(明*(Q), VT~1,P(Q)).

Theorem 4.2. If 1 一 20 - 1/p 尹 0 and 20 - 2 + 1/p 0 for
0 < 0 < 1 and 1 < p, q < oo; then

f Bp,q26(Q) 3 - |)>
W"W),WT，p(q))m={ P

任爲邛2)

where 3；：笋 (Q) = {u E 了9(q): 씨知 = 0}. In particular, we
obtain that

阴扩(Q),wf(Q))m =明").

Proof. Let 0 < 0 < 1/2. Then from Proposition 4.1 we obtain 
that for any 0 < 0 < 1/2

(W*P(Q),"T，P(Q))m =(昭,P(Q)“P(Q))2 仙

= 0，(Q),珞杈(Q))1_2知

Therefore, in view of the result of Grisvard theorem in Triebel [14; 
P- 321],

仆詬20(Q) 1 - > I，

"W),"，W))m=〈 *
[玮:笋(Q) 1 — 2、
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Let 1/2 < 0 < 1. Then from Proposition 4.1 it follows

(W(扩(Q),於 T，0(Q)屁=0P(Q), WTP(Q))20_L,q

= (0P‘(Q),监切'(Q))2〜財广

where p = p/(p~1)- In view of Grisvard theorem if 20 — 1 — 1 /p 0 
then

'I ' "啰，亍(Q) 20-l>~,
(£P (Q)M，p (Q)Mq= { \

E財(Q)洲—、.

From Theo호em 4.8.2 in H. Triebel [14; p. 332], we obtain that

(玲侦(Q))* =玮負Q)

if 20 - 1 - 1/p 尹 0. Since 2。一 1 一 1/p 丰 0 i.e. 2。一 2 + 功供 0, if 
1/2 < 0 < 1 and 20 - 2 + 1/p 丰 0 then

阴扩(Q),风1叩2))机=頊了細)•

Consequently, we obtain that

(珞扩(⑵,W—顷(⑵)느% = B如岡, if 0<e<-
p

and

(昭，％2), W-l，p(Q))爭,q = 3務(Q) if 0<0<1- 1

Hence, if 0 < 0 < min(l/p, 1 - 1/p}

(昭，(q))K

= ((W"W)，『服 (Q)) 능七, W胛 (Q),

=(球,q(Q),B謂(〈2))加=3爲(Q).

The last equality is obtained from Theorem 1 of section 4.3.1 in H.
Treibel [14; p. 317]. Hence the proof is complete.
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Theorem 4.3. Let 1 < p, q < oo.
(i) If 2/q — 2 + 1/p 0 then

1
 - p
 1
 - p_ 

- 

- 

IX 

IX 

z/tv 

z/\ 

1
 

1  2
 
1
 - 2
 

<
 

>
 

1
二 g
 1-
二 g

lf
lfa

%

(ii) If < l/n(l 一 2/q ) then

H* UG何u乙8

Proof. The relation (i) follows directly from Theorem 4.2. Let 
A- < l/n(l — 2/g‘). Then from (i)

L，,寸=(W搜'(Q),W-i，p'(Q))方,=B：f (Q)

and from Sobolev-Besov^ and Sobolev's embedding theorems we ob
tain that

1 一윽 1—W —
Bp,,》(Q) C wp/ q C Co(n)

Hence, the first inclusion in (ii) follows.

5. Control problem for valued controller

As is seen in section 4, if 1/p' — l/n(l —2/q') < 0 then we obtained 
that

cCo(Q) CL°°(Q).

Thus, since
h = H；, ql D Co(Q)* D 乙i(Q)

we consider as an operato호 in B((7, Hence it is possible to
investigate the control p히3blem for (3.11) and (3.12) in In what 
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follows hi this section we fix p and q so that 1/p — l/n(l 一 2/g ) < 0. 
Then it immediately implies that 1 < p < n/(n — 1). Let A be the 
infinitesimal generator of S(t) as in section 3. Then the equation 
(3.11) and (3.12) can be transformed into an abstract equation as 
follows

z(t) = Az(t) +
z(0) = g

where g = (g°,g') € ZPiQ and the controller operator is defined 
= (<?ow, 0). In this case for the solution u of (3.11) and (3.12)the 

equation satisfied by (*u(i), is an equation in Zp& since 如 is 
an operator into HPiQ. Since the dual 史3 也o is the operator from
L°°(Q) into U*, the operator 也育 may be considered as an operator 
from Hpi 矿 into C7*, Hence with the aid of Theorem 4.3 we remarked 
that the condition that ①靜=0 almost everywhere can be rewrite 
to the fact that ①抻 三 0 for © £ ZPiq. We define the attainable set 
by 七

R~ { [ S(t — T)^w(r)dr : w C _L7(0,t;t/), t > 0}. 
Jo

Definition 5.1. (1) The system (3.11), (3.12) is approximately 
controllable if R = Zp母 where R is the closure of R in ZP}Q

(2) The system (3.14), (3.15) is observable if for © € Zp，寸， 
轮[SE幻对° 三 0 implies © = 0.

Theorem 5.1. Let the structural operator F is an isomorphism. 
Then the system (3.11) and (3.12) is approximately controllable if 
and only if the system (3.14) and (3.15) is observable.

Proof. Let the system (3.11) and (3.12) is approximately con- 
trollabe. Then for f E Z* q

(/, [ S(t 一 = 0
Jo

for w G £9(0, t; (7) and t > Q implies / = 0. By duality theorem it 
is equivalent to 난le fact that fo호 any f € Z*)Q, ^*5*(i)/ = 0 implies 
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f = 0. Since the operator F* is an isomorphism by assumption, 
there exists © 6 Zp> such that f = F*^>. From (3.16) we obtain 
that

=霆顷 St(圳玳=^[ST(t)^°.

Hence, the system (3.11) a효d (3.12) is approximately controllable iff 
for any <j)€ Zp> ,爲"三。implies © = 0. Therefore, the 
statement is equivalent that the system (3.14) and (3.14) is observ
able.

Remark. When we deal with the control problem of (3.11) 
and (3.12) in negative space VT~1,P(Q), we needed a assumption 
that the kernel q(・)is Holder continuous for using of the properties of 
fundamental solution, since 勤 is not operator into Hp^q. If we assume 
that a(-) is Holder continuous then the fundamental solution of (3.11) 
and (3.12) exists (see in [13]). By fixing p, q so that 1 < p < n/(n —1) 
and 1/p < l/n(l — 1/q ), we can obtain the Theorem 5.1 using 
the solution semigroup without requirement of fundamental solution 
of (3.11) and (3.12). Hence, the kernel a(-) need not be Holder /
continuous but has only to belong to Lq (—儿 0) for wellposedness 
and regularity for equation (3.11) and (3.12).
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